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The Invasion (Animorphs #1)
2011-05-01

the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the
animorphs return in this update of the classic series the
earth is being invaded but no one knows about it when jake
rachel tobias cassie and marco stumble upon a downed alien
spaceship and its dying pilot they re given an incredible
power they can transform into any animal they touch with it
they become animorphs the unlikely champions in a secret
war for the planet and the enemies they re fighting could be
anyone even the people closest to them

The Invasion
1996

the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine
applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color
graphic novel series adapted by chris grine sometimes weird
things happen to people ask jake he could tell you about the
night he and his friends saw a strange light in the sky that
seemed to be heading right for them that was the night five
normal kids learned that humanity is under a silent attack
and were given the power to fight back now jake rachel
cassie tobias and marco can transform into some of the most
dangerous creatures on earth and they must use that power
to outsmart an evil greater than anything the world has ever
seen



Người hóa thú
2018

the earth is being invaded but no one knows about it when
jake rachel tobias cassie and marco stumble upon a downed
alien spaceship and its dying pilot they re given an incredible
power

The Invasion (Animorphs Graphix
#1)
2020-10

really big trouble is an understatement these days the war
with the yeerks is full on and it s definitely going to get worse
but cassie and the other animorphs have a lot more going on
than just trying to stay alive now they ve got to actively
protect their families and the free hork bajir and they no
longer believe they can do it alone the yeerks are just too
powerful so cassie and the others have to ask themselves a
very important question is it time to increase their numbers
they all remember what happened with david the animorph
gone bad but this time do they really have a choice

Animorphs
2001

the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine



applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color
graphic novel series adapted by chris grine sometimes weird
things happen to people ask jake he could tell you about the
night he and his friends saw a strange light in the sky that
seemed to be heading right for them that was the night five
normal kids learned that humanity is under a silent attack
and were given the power to fight back now jake rachel
cassie tobias and marco can transform into some of the most
dangerous creatures on earth and they must use that power
to outsmart an evil greater than anything the world has ever
seen

Animorphs
2011

we never should have done it but we needed a break some
time off from the superhero stuff a chance to act like normal
kids well as normal as four kids who can morph into animals
a boy trapped in a hawk s body and a bright blue alien can
be everything should have been cool now rachel is missing
and there s this this thing that s after us but it s not up to me
to tell the whole story tobias cassie marco and ax were there
too even rachel has some info to add so go ahead and check
this out and remember not to tell anyone what we re about
to tell you it could mean the difference between life and
death or worse



The Ultimate (Animorphs #50)
2017-09-26

a new york times bestseller from the beloved author of the
action packed animorphs series and the award winning the
one and only ivan in this first book of an epic middle grade
series katherine applegate takes us on an unforgettable
journey byx is the youngest member of her dairne pack
believed to possess remarkable abilities her mythical doglike
species has been hunted to near extinction in the war torn
kingdom of nedarra after her pack is hunted down and killed
byx fears she may be the last of her species the endling so
byx sets out to find safe haven and to see if the legends of
other hidden dairnes are true along the way she meets new
allies both animals and humans alike who each have their
own motivations for joining her quest and although they
begin as strangers they become their own kind of family one
that will ultimately uncover a secret that may threaten every
creature in their world building on the success of her
critically acclaimed novels the one and only ivan crenshaw
and wishtree while also returning to her action packed
fantasy roots of animorphs the endling series is katherine
applegate at her finest with its enthralling characters unique
setting and gripping adventure this series is the perfect next
read for fans of rick riordan brian jacques and tui t
sutherland don t miss the second book in katherine
applegate s simply sublime kirkus epic middle grade animal
fantasy trilogy endling 2 the first plus the concluding volume
endling 3 the only read all three



The Invasion: A Graphic Novel
(Animorphs #1)
2020-10-06

cassie s had it after the last mission she realizes she s
getting tired of missions tired of battles tired of being an
animorph she decides that she just can t do it anymore so
she quits but the war for her planet isn t so easy to quit it
seems a human controller named karen followed cassie after
the last run in with the yeerks and she knows cassie has the
ability to morph if she exposes cassie it s all over no more
cassie no more animorphs no more planet earth

The Andalite's Gift (Animorphs
Megamorphs #1)
2018-03-27

the yeerks are finally starting to realize that the andalite
bandits are probably not aliens at all that maybe they ve
been dealing with humans all along and no one especially
the newly appointed visser one is happy about this revelation
when tobias and the other animorphs realize that the yeerks
are about to find them it s by accident but that doesn t make
the discovery any less serious because in a war one side
wins and one side loses



Endling #1: The Last
2018-05-01

marco and the other animorphs have managed to find out
where the yeerks are planning to build their next ground
based kandrona that s a good thing but the location is
supposed to be somewhere near the north pole that s a bad
thing the animorphs know that the yeerks are a cold blooded
species but this is a little nuts who wants to be near the
north pole without arctic morphs and wearing spandex even
so the kids know that if the yeerks succeed with their plan
earth is pretty much done for and marco and the other
animorphs aren t quite ready to give up the fight

The Departure (Animorphs #19)
2017-06-27

there s been an accident someone crash landed a yeerk bug
fighter and the yeerks have been trying to cover it up quickly
when tobias spots it before they get the chance the
animorphs decide to steal the ship to show the world that
earth has been invaded that s when things go terribly wrong
before they know it jake and the other animorphs find
themselves in another place another time and there s no way
home



The Andalite's Gift Part 2
1997

sometimes your worst problems are the ones you can t
actually see like the helmacrons these less than an inch high
aliens are back and they want the morphing cube more than
ever obviously rachel and the other animorphs can t let them
take the cube but when rachel tries to stop the helmacrons
from stealing it marco gets in the way and ends up with tiny
aliens well up his nose rachel and the others can t let the
helmacrons stay inside marco s head they re armed and
could cause serious damage so the animorphs come up with
a plan to evict the helamcrons from their new residence but
it involves a shrinking ray and the obvious marco s nose

The Diversion (Animorphs #49)
2017-09-26

download the first five chapters of eve adam by michael
grant and katherine applegate in the beginning there was an
apple and then there was a car crash a horrible injury and a
hospital but before evening spiker s head clears a strange
boy named solo is rushing her to her mother s research
facility there under the best care available eve is left alone to
heal just when eve thinks she will die not from her injuries
but from boredom her mother gives her a special project
create the perfect boy using an amazingly detailed
simulation eve starts building a boy from the ground up eve
is creating adam and he will be just perfect won t he



intrigued eve adam is available now

The Extreme (Animorphs #25)
2017-07-25

aveces pasan cosas extranas y si no preguntenle a jake una
tarde sus amigos y el vieron un curioso resplandor en el cielo
la luz procedia de una nave extraterrestre que llegaba para
advertirles que la invasion ya havia comenzado

The Forgotten (Animorphs #11)
2017-06-27

sometimes weird things happen to people ask jake he may
tell you about the night he and his friends saw the strange
light in the sky he may even tell you about what happened
when they realized the light was only a plane from another
planet

The Journey (Animorphs #42)
2017-08-29

the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine
applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color
graphic novel series adapted by chris grine when tobias and
his friends were given the power to morph they were also
given an important warning never stay in a morph for more
than two hours but tobias broke the time limit and now he s



trapped in the body of a hawk forever when he discovers an
important yeerk secret tobias knows he has to do everything
in his power to destroy it but to do so he ll have to contend
with a part of himself that s wrestling for dominion a part
that isn t human for tobias the fight against the yeerks is
more pressing than ever not just for humankind but for his
own humanity

Animorphs/Andalite Chronicles
Mixed Floor
1997-12-01

after being in a car accident a patient recovering in her
mother s research facility is given the task of creating the
perfect boy using detailed simulation technologies

Eve and Adam: Chapters 1-5
2012-11-27

donation may 03

La Invasion / The Invasion
1999-04

on a small island it s easy to know everything about your
friends except for the truth the first two books of bestselling
authors katherine applegate and michael grant s beloved
series about new england s most unforgettable teens are



now available in one volume two years ago the tiny new
england community on chatham island was rocked by
tragedy three teenagers had a terrible accident that left one
dead now lucas cabral the person responsible for the events
on that fateful night has returned but life on the island isn t
the same and everyone lucas once considered a friend
refuses to speak to him everyone except for zoey passmore
zoey knows that lucas is off limits but she can t seem to stay
away from him even though she knows it would be better for
everyone if he had never come back even though she is
dating jake the brother of the boy who died as lucas and
zoey grow closer zoey risks tearing apart her close knit group
of friends if they discover the truth that she s falling for her
boyfriend s worst enemy formerly known as making out 1
zoey fools around and making out 2 jake finds out

Invasion
1996

donation may 03

Người hóa thú
2018

from 1 new york times bestseller katherine applegate a
singular middle grade novel about a girl who risks everything
to help a handmade creature who comes to life the earth is
old and we are not and that is all you must remember eleven
year old willodeen adores creatures of all kinds but her



favorites are the most unlovable beasts in the land strange
beasts known as screechers the villagers of perchance call
them pests even monsters but willodeen believes the
animals serve a vital role in the complicated web of nature
lately though nature has seemed angry indeed perchance
has been cursed with fires and mudslides droughts and
fevers and even the annual migration of hummingbears a
source of local pride and income has dwindled for as long as
anyone can remember the tiny animals have overwintered in
shimmering bubble nests perched atop blue willow trees
drawing tourists from far and wide this year however not a
single hummingbear has returned to perchance and no one
knows why when a handmade birthday gift brings
unexpected magic to willodeen and her new friend connor
she s determined to speak up for the animals she loves and
perhaps even uncover the answer to the mystery of the
missing hummingbears a timely and timeless tale about our
fragile earth and one girl s fierce determination to make a
difference

The Encounter (Animorphs Graphix
#3)
2022-10-04

the war between the yeerks and the animorphs is full on and
it s definitely going to get worse



Eve and Adam
2012-10-02

the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the
animorphs return in this update of the classic series rachel is
still reeling from the news that the earth is secretly under
attack by parasitic aliens known as the yeerks and that she
and her friends five kids who stumbled onto a downed
spacecraft and were given the power to morph into any
animal they touch are the planet s only defense but rachel
has always been a daredevil when it s suggested that they
infiltrate the home of their assistant principal who also
happens to be a human host of the yeerks she volunteers but
what she finds inside may be more than even she can handle

Animorphs
1998

see below for english description la terre est envahie mais
personne n est au courant lorsque jake rachel tobias cassie
et marco rencontrent par hasard un vaisseau spatial
extraterrestre et son pilote mourant ils reçoivent un
incroyable pouvoir ils peuvent prendre la forme de n importe
quel animal qu ils touchent ils deviennent alors les
animorphs les champions improbables d une guerre secrète
pour la planète les ennemis qu ils combattent peuvent être n
importe qui même leurs proches c est ainsi que commence la
série de animorphs mettant en scène cinq enfants ordinaires
dotés d apparences et d habiletés infinies the earth is being



invaded but no one knows it when jake rachel tobias cassie
and marco stumble upon a downed alien spaceship and its
dying pilot they re given the incredible ability to transform
into any animal they touch with it they become animorphs
the unlikely champions in a secret war for the planet and the
enemies they re fighting could be anyone even the people
closest to them so begins k a applegate s epic series about
five normal kids with a limitless amount of forms and abilities
original title animorphs graphic novel 1 the invasion

The Underground
2000

five kids are given the power to morph into any animal in
order to fight back when the human race comes under attack
from aliens

Animorphs
1998

bind up containing welcome to deadhouse by r l stine
goosebumps the encounter by k a applegate animorphs 3
chasing the falconers by gordon korman on the run 1

The Solution
1998

the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the



animorphs return in this update of the classic series it all
started with the dreams but cassie didn t pay much attention
to them she and her friends have been having nightmares
ever since they acquired the power to morph but when
cassie discovers that tobias has been having dreams too the
exact same dreams about the ocean and a voice that s
calling to them for help she decides it s time to start listening
now she and the others have to figure out if the dreams are
a message or a trap

The Discovery
2015-04-21

the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the
animorphs return in this update of the classic series when
tobias and his friends were given the power to morph they
were also given an important warning never stay in a morph
for more than two hours but tobias broke the time limit and
now he s trapped in the body of a hawk forever when he
discovers an important yeerk secret tobias knows he has to
do everything in his power to destroy it but to do so he ll
have to contend with a part of himself that s wrestling for
control a part that isn t human

The Islanders: Volume 1
1998

andalites have finally arrived on earth ax and the other
animorphs now have allies willing to fight against the yeerk



invasion but there are only four andalites not nearly enough
to defeat thousands of yeerks not enough to stop humans
from being infested everyone agrees that the battle must
continue but the andalites don t want to fight alongside
humans they feel their skills will be less than adequate and
they demand that ax choose a side will ax stay with his
friends or stand with his people

The Suspicion
2021-09-07

david the newest animorph is not what he appears his need
to control the other animorphs is all he thinks about and the
things he does are starting to break up the group rachel and
the others know that time is running out the newest battle
against the yeerks is the most important one yet and it s not
one that will wait winning this fight could mean slowing down
the invasion but no one knows what to do with david
because the newest animorph is more than just a little
problem he s deadly

Willodeen
2001

The Ultimate
2011-05-01



The Visitor (Animorphs #2)
2021-03-02

Animorphs Bande dessinée : No 1 -
L’invasion
1998

L'invasione
2006

Tales of Suspense for Boys
2011-09-01

The Message (Animorphs #4)
2011-07-01

The Encounter (Animorphs #3)
2017-08-29



The Arrival (Animorphs #38)
2017-07-25

The Solution (Animorphs #22)
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